-The sliding mode control (SMC) has yet proven its efficiency through several theoretical researches. Indeed, the robotic field is recognized as one of the main SMC portals on practical implementations. The interest of this work consists in testing the SMC robustness and its reliability versus the parameters variation and model uncertainties.
Introduction
Robotic systems frequently present intense non linearities, and are always subject to model parameters uncertainties and disturbances. Such factors make difficulties in system measurements and transform their control to a hard task. For this reason, and in order to ensure the certain convergence of the system to the requested state condition, a high level control is often required. Furthermore, structuring Lyapunov functions has been ever considered a fundamental matter in stabilizing system control.
In this context, sliding mode control that is known as a variable structure Control (VSC), is highly advisable due to its easy implementation and its robustness via uncertainties [8] , [7] . In fact, SMC operates in such away that system states are forced to evolve in accordance to a chosen 'sliding manifold' in the state space. Once the targeted sliding surface has been affected, the controlled system turns to successfully reduce and even eliminate parametric uncertainties and external disturbances. In fact, it has potential advantages that can be summarized in two major points. Firstly, the accurate compensation of uncertainties under matching conditions for nonlinear systems is an obvious characteristic leading to external disturbances tackle. The second point concerns the finite-time convergence to the sliding surface [12] . However, and in spite of the advantages previously cited, the discontinuous nature of the sliding mode control induces rise to high frequency oscillations that generate the dangerous chattering phenomenon [5, 6] .
Aiming to address such impediment in the sliding mode controller, several methods have been suggested [4] . Most of them consist on a continuous approximation of the discontinuous feedback law. A widely known alternative is the use of approximations to the sign function [2, 9] . Saturation, sigmoïdes and hysteresis functions are often used, offering a continuous or smooth control signal. In this case, there will be a trade-off between the smoothness of response and the robustness of closed loop system. Besides, another difficulty faced by most of the sliding mode controllers is that the upper bound of the system uncertainties must be a priori known which can be hardly specified in several practical implementations. The proposed solution consists in realizing an adaptive SMC design, whose goal is to resolve the unpredictability and the complexity of the process uncertainties, and to overcome therefore such restrictions by the use of estimating adaptation schemes. However, very few results have proposed adaptive approach incorporated into the sliding mode control [1, 11, 13] . By a similar way, this controller combination do not require full information on the bounds of uncertainties and perturbations. The interest is the adaptation of system parameters and the rapid attainment of the right parameters values, with respect to uncertainty effects.
In this paper, a proposed control approach to high frequency oscillations avoidance is developed, by incorporating adaptive control architecture into the SMC architecture. Indeed, adaptive control presents an effective strategy used to address the parameter uncertainty problem.
Besides, the incorporated adaptation law mixed to the Lyapunov based proof investigates the stability of the whole system, with adaptation of system parameters yielding a more efficient way to face external perturbations and uncertainties. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the modeling of a manipulator robot. In section 3, an algorithm for trajectory tracking based on a SMC is presented. Then, aiming to deal with the presence of disturbances and parametric modeling uncertainties, the adopted control law has been extended to an adaptive SMC design. Finally, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed controllers, section 4 presents simulation results obtained by a SCARA trajectory tracking, of both simple and the adaptive SMC versions. The stability analysis based on Lyapunov approach has been proved.
Modeling
Let's consider the dynamic model of a SCARA robot system with three degrees of freedom, rigid links, and without joints friction. One of its general representations shows an assembly arm represented subsequently, where the two first are revolute joints, and the third one is a prismatic articulation. The corresponding equation can be expressed as:
where, for the considered SCARA robot n=3:
n denotes the measured displacements vector,
n is the measured velocity vector,
n is the articulatory acceleration vector,
-M (q) ∈! n×n is the inertia matrix, which is symmetric uniformly bounded and positive definite, -C(q, ! q) ∈" n is the vector expressing the Coriolis and the centrifugal forces, -G(q) ∈! n is the gravitational forces vector,
n denotes the external control torques and forces vector, applied at each joint.
Sliding mode Control concept
Consider a nonlinear affine system presented as:
where
, and
The (n × m) dimensional sliding manifold that is described as (3) , is determined by the sliding manifold intersection s i (x)=0 .
Here, s i (x) denotes the i th component of the vector S(x) .
First, the adequate expression of the position error is chosen as:
where e=q -q d and λ is a positive scalar gain.
Taking into consideration the fact that the static error can not be completely canceled, especially in the case of uncertainties and parametric variations, the selected integral term added to the error expression occurs to push this static error to be totally canceled. Thus, consider the integral sliding surface that can be written as:
In the present sliding mode study, we are especially interested in the equivalent control theory. The classical approach can be summarized as follows.
Equivalent control theory:
The SMC is composed first by a 'nominal' part that allows the system without perturbations and parametric uncertainties, to be stabilized in a finite time. A 'discontinuous' part represents the required term to ensure the maintain on the sliding surface. In order to satisfy the control objective, the controller can be expressed as:
The equivalent control can be designed as follows. When the system reaches the sliding surface, we have s(x)=0 , and then ! s(x) = 0 . As results from the previous expressions we can obtain:
• Based on the sliding mode expression,
Assuming that matrix ∂s ∂x γ (x) is regular, which represents the intrinsic condition for the existence of sliding mode control, the associated equivalent control is written as:
The resulting dynamics of the system on the sliding surface S(x)=0 is described by:
Besides, by adopting the simple sliding mode approach, the discontinuous term can be chosen as:
where ℓ is a positive definite matrix. In general, the problem of such strategy is that the control law (6) presents oscillations at high frequencies, which lead to the appearance of the chattering phenomenon, because of the discontinuous nature of the control. In this case, the "signum" function can be replaced by a saturation one.
Adaptative SMC design
The major constraint to design the detailed SMC controller is the uncertainty of system parameters Such problem can be solved using an adaptive approach, as presented in Fig. 1 . Thus, consider that the physical parameters of the manipulator robot are ill known or ill defined, and assume that the full state of the robot is available. To this end, consider the expression of the parameter estimation error ! θ i :
where:
• θ i ∈! is an unknown constant parameters vector,
represents the estimated value of the unknown parameters vector. Besides, assume that the unknown vector θ i is constant or it has slow variations, and taking into account expression (11), we deduce that ! θ i " 0 . Consequently:
Therefore, the certainty equivalence form of θ i is employed in such a way that it is replaced by the parameter estimate vector θ i .
The differential of function s with respect to time can be expressed as:
where functions f (θ ) and g(θ ) depend also on the state vector x . The expression of the equivalent control is:
assuming that matrix g(θ ) is regular as it has been defined above. However, vector θ is unknown, then the control expression (6) is modified in this case to be expressed as:
where the discontinuous term of the control is chosen as:
By substituting (14) into (13), we obtain the following expressions:
Then, and considering Taylor expansions we obtain:
The substitution of (17), (18) and (19) 
yields:
Theorem 1:
The control law (14) with the following adaptive law:
stabilize the closed loop system (1), where ρ i is a positivedefinite control gain, for i=1,2..
Proof:
Let's consider the following Lyapunov function candidate as:
By differentiating it with respect to time, we obtain:
Thus, considering the adaptive condition (21), and replacing (15) into (23) we obtain:
This proves the stability of the closed-loop system.
Application to a 3 DOF SCARA robot
In order to prove the efficiency of the proposed approach, consider a three degrees of freedom "SCARA" manipulator system controlled by the simple and the adaptive SMC approach applied for a motion control task. The purpose of the controller is to ensure an accurate trajectory tracking and to force both position and velocity errors to be canceled. Table 1 mentions the initial position of the SCARA robot articulations initially at rest, and their dynamic parameters. 
Consider that the desired trajectory to be tracked has periodic form like:
Here, an important remark should be noted concerning the gain values selection. In effect, an adequate gain selection should guarantee a sufficient rapidity and stability of the system, while avoiding the exceeding of actuators limitations, i.e. (|τ | ≤ τ max ) .
The evolution of the velocity and trajectory tracking behaviors with respect to time of the adaptive SMC are shown in Fig. 6 , whereas the generalized error vector s(x) and the tracking error are presented in Fig. Error! Reference source not found. and the estimated mass value evolution is identified in Fig.Fig 8. 
Discussion
The proposed adaptive SMC simulation results are compared to the simple SMC, firstly developed under uncertain situations tainted by parametric variations, where the mass of the third link is assumed to be unknown. Figure 5 presents the torques behavior of the SMC approach, where the "signum" function has been replaced by a "saturation" one. Considering the trajectory tracking and velocity behaviors represented in Fig. 6a and in Fig. 6b , controller results reveal a failing trajectory tracking task, predominately affecting the third articulation attained by the uncertain mass variation, and disrupting to a lesser extent the second joint. Consequently, tracking errors shown in Fig. 7a present high error values. Considering the generalized error vector behavior, only the first joint has obtained a sliding surface within 1.5 s, but other joints controls have been not able to nullify associated generalized error vectors and to create their correspondant sliding surfaces.
Consequently, and as a solution to resolve the parametric variations problem faced by the simple SMC, an adaptive control law has been incorporated in the system control to enhance previous results. Simulation results of the adaptive SMC yields a good trajectory tracking evolution of all robot joints, despite the presence of parameter uncertainties inflicting the system. Thus, the uncertain mass value of the third joint has been successfully settled as represented in Fig. Fig 8, where the accurate mass value has been attained and then stabilized in its right value, that is m 3 = 0.5 kg.
Furthermore, generalized errors evolution shown in Fig. 5 rapidly attains the zero value to establish therefore the convenient sliding surface.
Through the performed comparison between two controllers, it has been proved that the proposed adaptive SMC ensures good tracking behavior with low errors values shown in Fig. 7a , in the presence of parameter uncertainties. 
Conclusion
The efficiency of the proposed strategy has been confirmed by controlling a SCARA robot manipulator in a trajectory tracking task. The first algorithm is based on the evaluation of the uncertainties impact, by implementing simple SMC concept for the robot motion control. It has been clear that the SMC could not achieve required performances in the trajectory tracking task. Indeed, while the third joint mass value is supposed to be unknown, the parametric variation disrupts almost the whole system operating. So, aiming to deal with physical and environmental perturbations, and by the incorporation of the adaptive approach, simulations yield satisfactory control stability and good trajectory tracking performances while considering the same parameter fluctuation conditions. Thus, simulation results illustrate a large difference in the controller acting between the simple and the adaptive SMC approach, that proves the superiority of the adaptive version in guaranteeing robustness against parameter variations and high tracking precision in presence of unexpected disruptive conditions. Along with the robust parametric variation resistance, the prior knowledge condition about the uncertainty limits, that is required for the traditional SMC concept becomes no longer necessary.
So, the present study affirms the ability of the proposed controller for application to highly complex nonlinear uncertain systems like a robotic manipulator.
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